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METĀLA DOKUMENTU SKAPIS SBM 203M

Tilpums:
1020x635x1900 mm - SBM206Lx spec./2 (EUR:
1,888.69)

Preces apraksts
Size: 199,43.5,100

Filing cabinets with wing doors are the most popular and frequently chosen among our offer of office
furniture. In addition, their price competitiveness brings about their leading position on the top-list
products. Office cabinets are of comprehensive use thanks to varied possibilities of their inside
equipment: shelves adjustable every 25mm, extended shelves, full drawers, frame drawers. The
standard cabinets equipped with adjustable shelves every 25 mm: -small cabinets – Sbm 101, 102,
103, 107 - 2 adjustable shelves every 25mm ± 4 positions from the center position, - high cabinets –
Sbm 201, 202, 203, 212 – 4 adjustable shelves every 25mm ± 3 positions from the center position.
Standard shelf load capacity – 60 kg. Optional shelf load capacity – 80 kg. STANDARD EQUIPMENT:
- door handle with locking in 2 points (top and bottom of the door), - adjustable shelves, - maximum
load capacity – 60 kg (optional 80 kg), - version of wardrobe-filing cabinet available, - version with
compartment available, - top lockers available. The doors with hidden hinges. Door handle with
security lock. Locking in 2 points (top and bottom). ADVANTAGES OF THE CABINETS: - extensive
equipment as standard, - 16 colours RAL at no extra cost, - different dimensions and elements of
equipment, - adjustable shelves, - various versions of cabinets, - various versions of the price. We
offer a wide range of top cabinets. The width of small cabinets is adjusted to the width of standard
cabinets. Available top cabinets: - a height of 465 mm – for 2 low rows of documents, - a height of
810 mm – for 2 rows of binders. Extensions cabinets have one adjustable shelf every 25 mm ± 3
positions from the center position. Cabinets have the possibility of applying levelling feet attached to
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the bottom with screws at an extra cost. They are regulated from the inside of the cabinet. Assembly
not necessary Delivery costs are not included, but this can be agreed separately


